
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION PREDICTOR

How Disruption Trends will Transform Business



ABOUT PUBLICIS MEDIA’S BUSINESS 
TRANSFORMATION PREDICTOR:

Publicis Media’s Business Transformation 

Predictor canvasses the views of 1,800 

global consumers and 750 C-suite executives 

to predict how businesses will transform 

over the next five years. This study forecasts 

the impact of six disruption trends — from 

seamless shopping to the sharing economy 

— on a range of business categories. This 

predictor research provides unique insight 

into the rate of transformation and probable 

sources of disruption.



Among those polled, 67% of executives say they fully embrace 

the rate at which the world is changing. Consumers are not 

far behind, with 58% agreeing on openness to change. A 

further 28% of executives and 24% of consumers said they 

would be happy if the rate of change were even faster than it 

is now. Acceptance of change seems to now be mainstream.

Consumer embrace of transformation is not limited to 

millennials. Both older and younger groups are comfortable 

with the current rate of change. Millennial behaviors are now 

adopted by older demographics, but some 35+ participants 

still feel nostalgia for slower times. Overall, there isn’t much 

difference in comfort level between millennials and older 

FAST FACT 1: DISRUPTION IS NOW MAINSTREAM
Transformation is embraced and expected by both consumers and executives. This isn’t just a millennial thing, it’s an 

everyone thing!

demographics indicating that disruption is now mainstream 

and everyone is a millennial now. 

This widespread embrace of transformation represents an 

opportunity for brands to consider innovation stereotypes 

tied to millennials.

EVERYONE IS A MILLENNIAL NOW.
Millennial behaviors embraced by older demos with some nostalgia for slower times
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which the world is changing
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I would be happy if the rate of change 
were even faster than it is now

I think the rate of change is too 
fast and I find it hard to keep up

I wish things would return 
to slower, simpler times

Executive

18-34

35+

Q: Over the last couple of decades, technology has had a profound impact on our world. The rate at which we find information, communicate with 
others, and access goods and services is unprecedented. With this in mind, how do you feel about the current rate of change?

Global Base Size: Consumers (1,799) / 18-34 (739) / 35+ (1060) ; Executives (759)

Recommendation: Brands that shift from demographic 

to behavioral targeting could take advantage of “first 

mover” innovation cred that is now available across 

larger segments of the population.



Executives felt bullish about their ability to deliver on customer 

wants and needs. When asked how well their organization 

was meeting customers’ expectations, the overwhelming 

majority of executives scored their efforts 85% or above. 

When consumers were asked a similar question, they were 

more skeptical about brands’ ability to meet their needs and 

rated brands much lower on performance (60% range) than 

brands rated themselves. 

This disconnect could be a sign that executives are falling 

for the Dunning-Kruger Bias, mistakenly assessing their 

performance as higher than it actually is.

CONSUMERS ARE SKEPTICAL ABOUT BRANDS’ ABILITY TO INNOVATE TO MEET THEIR NEEDS

EXECS COULD BE FALLING FOR THE DUNNING-KRUGER BIAS — 
MISTAKENLY ASSESSING THEIR ABILITY AS MUCH HIGHER THAN IT IS

DUNNING-KRUGER EFFECT
Unskilled and unaware of it: How difficulties in recognizing 
one’s own incompetence lead to inflated self-assessments

Kruger, J., Dunning, D. (1999)

Executive Question: To what extent do you feel that your business is currently meeting your customers’ expectations?
Consumer Question: To what extent do you feel that companies and brands are innovating to meet customer expectations in… 

Global Base Size: Consumers (1,799) ; Executives (759)*Average Sample Size Per Category: (51) 
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FAST FACT 2: THE INNOVATION PERFORMANCE GAP
Executives are confident in their ability to meet consumer expectations in an age of rapid business transformation, but 

are consumers less optimistic? 

Recommendation: Brands must measure and 

qualify the real gap between executive perception 

and consumer expectation of innovation efforts. 

Institutionalizing regular audits is a critical path to 

success for brands.



The majority (76%) of executives have a business 

transformation agenda in place. Amongst those, 81% 

believe their business transformation agenda is gaining 

strong momentum and 67% have employed a consultant 

to fuel the initiative. However, there is still a long way to go 

as the majority (54%) are not yet half way through their 

transformation agenda. 

What’s more, early investments around infrastructure, data, 

and tech are largely invisible to consumers, meaning some 

brands may not be getting credit for the transformation 

efforts.

MAJORITY OF EXECUTIVES HAVE BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION AGENDA IN PLACE, BUT SOME OF THEIR 
INNOVATION ACTIVITIES MAY BE LARGELY INVISIBLE TO CONSUMERS.

Q: Does your company currently have a 
business transformation agenda?

Technical Focus: Infrastructure & IT, digital expertise, and marketing activity
Q: Execs: Where do you feel your business transformation activity is having the most impact?

Q: To what extent is the BT agenda gaining 
momentum across your company?

Q: What percentage of your business do you 
feel has been transformed to date?

The majority (76%) of executives we 
spoke to have a BT agenda in place

33%
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67% of executives have a consultant 
currently working on their BT agenda

81% of executives (with BT agenda in place) 
agree that their business transformation is 

gaining strong momentum

However, the majority (54%) of executives are not 
yet half way through their transformation
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FAST FACT 3: TRANSFORMATION CREDIT DEFICIT 
Despite a strong start, brands aren’t getting credit for their business transformation agenda. 

Global Base Size: Executives (759)
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Recommendation: Executives need to ask themselves, 

‘is my brand’s transformation showing?’ In order to 

get a fair share of innovation credit, executives need 

to make their transformation visible to consumers 

and get some quick wins on the board.



Betting patterns suggest that there is an expectation and 

confidence that high disruption sits where people’s money 

and data matter most. Consumers were more confident about 

disruption in areas they experience every day, like banking, 

supermarkets and auto. Execs were more certain on Telco 

demonstrating their insider knowledge of infrastructure 

innovation.

Categories perceived as least likely to experience high levels 

of disruption included airlines, alcoholic beverages, and 

beauty & grooming. However, disruption predictions are 

relative to the other 12 categories tested and consumers 

and executives were asked only to bet on outcomes in which 

they had confidence. In other words, if respondents didn’t 

feel confident that the six trends identified were highly likely 

to disrupt certain categories — airlines for example — they 

would have not placed bets. 
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EXPECTATION AROUND DISRUPTION TENDS TO SIT WHERE PEOPLE’S MONEY (AND DATA) MATTERS MOST

Categories Most Likely To Experience High Disruption In Next 5 Years (Global Average: Aggregate Consumer and Executive Predictions)

Banking

Over 50% PLI Significant

Auto

Consumer Electronics

Supermarkets

Media & Entertainment

Telco

Fashion

Everyday Groceries

Fast Food
Beauty & Grooming

Airlines
Alcohol

*PLI = The calculated probability of this statement being true. Predictions are 
relative to 12 other categories tested. PLI scores over 50% are significant. 

Global Base Size: Consumers (1,799) ; Executives (759)

FAST FACT 4: DISRUPTION FOLLOWS PEOPLE’S MONEY AND DATA 
Banking, automotive, consumer electronics, supermarkets, media & entertainment, and telecommunication are the 

categories consumers and executives predicted as most likely to experience high disruption in the next five years*. 

Recommendation: Executives across the board can 

learn from those categories predicted to experience 

high levels of disruption. Evaluating which parts of 

a brand’s business is most linked to people’s money 

and data is a great place to start when it comes to 

prioritizing transformation.

*Categories are listed in rank order of predicted disruption. This is based on 
the perceived likelihood of disruption and the confidence in betting patterns.



Consumers are now very knowledgeable about cycles of 

technology disruption — whether big or small and across 

multiple categories. This disruption-savvy mindset has 

accelerated in the last 10 years as technology usage exploded 

and product lifecycles shortened. Having successfully 

incorporated tech-enabled change into daily lives, consumers’ 

predictions were broadly in sync with executives. 

Executives predicted that banking, automotive, consumer 

electronics, telecommunications and media & entertainment 

categories would be the most disrupted by the trends 

investigated. Consumers largely agreed, however they 

differed on rank order and selected supermarkets instead of 

telecommunications. This difference is likely due to greater 

consumer interaction with supermarkets, whereas the 

infrastructure innovation related to the telecommunications 

category is largely invisible to consumers.

FAST FACT 5: CONSUMERS ARE DISRUPTION SAVVY
Consumers predicted 4/5 of the disrupted categories that executives selected. 

CONSUMERS & EXECUTIVES AGREE ON 4/5 TOP DISRUPTED CATEGORIES

They disagree on the rank order and whether Supermarkets or telecommunications should be in the Top 5

Categories Most Likely To Experience High Disruption In Next 5 Years
(Rank Order Global Average: Consumer vs Executive)

CONSUMER EXECUTIVES

CATEGORY AVERAGE PLI%
AVERAGE 

BETTING INDEX

Banking 68 205

Auto 58 154

Supermarkets 57 128

Consumer Electronics 56 128

Media & Entertainment 54 114

CATEGORY AVERAGE PLI%
AVERAGE 

BETTING INDEX

Banking 61 163

Auto 57 138

Consumer Electronics 57 121

Telecommunications 55 116

Media & Entertainment 50 100

Consumers more 
bullish than Execs (BI)

Consumers more 
bullish than Execs (BI)

Everyday 
Experience

Insider knowledge 
of infrastructure 
innovation

Global Base Size: Consumers (1,799) ; Executives (759)*PLI = The calculated probability of this statement being true. Predictions are 
relative to 12 other categories tested. PLI scores over 50% are significant. 

Recommendation: Take advantage of consumers’ 

disruption-savvy mindset by enrolling them in a 

brand’s transformation efforts. Consider whether 

there is there a co-creation role for Consumers in 

your Brand’s transformation journey. 



Across the categories predicted to be most disrupted 

executives focused on how emerging trends would impact 

business models, data streams and product/services 

efficiencies. Consumers on the other hand doubled-down on 

innovation from which they have experienced personal and 

social benefit. 

The human and social gap emerged again when exploring 

which companies will play the biggest role in shaping future 

products, services and expectations for brands. Consumers 

and executives agreed that the big tech companies would 

continue to shape the future. However, consumers bet on 

social networks as the next big engine of growth, whereas 

executives bet on startups to reverse engineer their business.

Similarly, when examining what attributes consumers 

will most demand from companies in the next five years 

consumers place an emphasis on human and social 

connection. Consumers and executives agree that making 

life easier and providing personalized and individual 

services will be most demanded. Gaps widen in views around 

the importance of more social marketing approaches 

(entertainment, belonging, inspiration), - with some 

executives potentially under-underemphasizing these 

attributes.

FAST FACT 6: THE HUMAN & SOCIAL GAP INHERENT IN TRANSFORMATION
Executives and consumers bet on disruption from two different vantage points. Executives are focused on technology’s 

delivery of transformation, but consumers want human and social delivery.

Recommendation: To combat the disconnect between 

executive and consumer transformation mindset, 

build opportunities into the consumer experience 

(CX) journey to dimensionalize the personal and 

social benefits of transformation and balance out the 

technology and business focus. In addition, create 

opportunities to deliver personal experiences that 

are collectively relevant to not lose the desire for 

social delivery.



BIG TECH WILL SHAPE FUTURE. CONSUMERS BET ON SOCIAL AS NEXT ENGINE OF GROWTH, WHEREAS 
EXECUTIVES LOOK TO START-UPS REVERSE ENGINEER THEIR BUSINESS

TENSION DEVELOPING BETWEEN INDIVIDUALIZED AND SOCIAL BENEFITS

Q: Which Companies Will Play The Biggest Role In Shaping Future Products, Services, and Customer Experience? 

Attributes Consumers Will Most Demand From Companies In Next 5 Years
Q: Beyond good quality and value, what attributes will consumers demand the most from companies over the next 5 years? 

Big tech companies of today (e.g. 
Google, Facebook, Tencent etc.)

Peer-to-peer networks where 
individuals interact directly

The same companies and brands 
that have existed for generations

Communities, networks, or 
organizations that don’t yet exist

Start-ups and entrepreneurs

Government agencies and organizations

Executive

18-34

35+
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38

Global Base Size: Consumers (1,799) / 18-34 (739) / 35+ (1060)
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S Tension developing between 
individual and social benefits. 

How to build personal 
experiences that are 
collectively relevant?

Base Size: Consumers (1,799) ; Executives (759)

Over 50% PLI 
Significant



Consumers and brands agree that disruption trends will significantly impact business across 
key sectors. As brands are thinking about their business transformation agenda, they need to 
remember these six key learnings to ensure that their innovation efforts are visible and aligned 
with consumer wants and needs: 

1. Disruption is Now Mainstream 
Shift from demographic to behavioral targeting to capitalize on “first mover” innovation 
credibility available across larger segments of the population.

2. The Innovation Performance Gap 
Measure and qualify the real gap between executive perception and consumer expectation 
of innovation efforts as a critical path to transformation success.

3. Transformation Credit Deficit 
Make transformation visible to consumers to get innovation credit for your transformation 
activities.

4. Disruption Follows People’s Money and Data 
Evaluate parts of business most linked to people’s money and data to prioritize 
transformation agenda.

5. Consumers are Disruption Savvy 
Enroll consumers in a brand’s transformation efforts and consider a potential co-creation 
role for consumers in your brand transformation journey.

6. The Human and Social Gap is Inherent in Transformation 
Build opportunities into the consumer experience journey to dimensionalize the personal 
and social benefits of transformation and balance out the technology and business focus.

For more information on this study, please contact:

CONCLUSION

Vanessa Evans
Vanessa.Evans@Publicismedia.com

Donna Booth
Donna.Booth@Publicismedia.com



The Business Transformation Predictor used a Prediction Markets 
methodology. This is a stock market-like gamification technique that 
enables consumers and executives to bet on the future impact of a 
particular trend on a category. A conventional survey was also used to 
collect data on the state of play in the current business transformation 
landscape from both consumer and C-suite points of view. Publicis Media 
worked with prediction markets agency Consensus Point.

Consumers: n=1799 

• 18-54yrs; secondary education or higher; future forward 
attitudinal profile

Executives: n=759 

• 18+; C-level title; revenue of $20MM+; 100+ employees

Artificial Intelligence, Democratized Innovation, New Payments 
Innovation, On-Demand, Seamless Shopping, Sharing Economy. 

Airlines, Alcoholic Beverages, Automotive, Banking, Beauty & 
Grooming, Consumer Electronics, Everyday Groceries, Fashion 
Retail, Fast Food, Media & Entertainment, Supermarkets and 
Telecommunications. 

USA, UK, India, France, Germany, China and Australia. 
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